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Off-campus director sought
by Ben Marrison

Sticky situation
i.orie LeClaire. freshman business major, is led an ice cream sundae by a blind partner in the Greek Week games held yesterday at the intramural field behind Anderson Arena. LeClaire. a Phi Mu, came in a sticky last place.

The University plans to employ
a full-time coordinator starting
July 1 to aid students in their
search for off-campus housing.
According to the job description, the duties of the coordinator
are:
• to oversee the collection,
processing and distribution of all
off-campus housing information.
• identify specific housing needs
of the various student segments
and match those needs to
available housing.
• investigate off-campus housing
at other universities and and
make recommendations to create
an effective clearing house for offcampus housing information at
the Univeristy.
"A major concern of the
University is increasing the
graduate, transfer, international,
minority and untraditional
student population," Dave Ryan,
chairman of the student consumer
union, said. "That's great but
we've got to have something here
to support them."
Last year's graduate student
senate came up with the idea of
having a centralized off campus
housing office. This year the ad

hoc committee on housing concerns made it a reality. The main
push came from Beverly Baker,
chairwoman of the ad hoc committee, Richard Newlove, a
representative of the board of
trustees, and Ryan.
"It was a scary feeling that
there was no centralized place for
the students or for the committee
to go for housing needs and
problems, Baker, president of the
graduate student senate, said.
'The fact that a person could
come here and not have any
certain place to look for housing
would be very negative.
"Mary Edmonds (vice
president for student affairs)
deserves so much credit for this,"
Baker said."She was sensitive to
the needs of the students and
really pushed for it."

here to look for it."
Edmonds said the Student
Consumer Union handled all offcampus information before, "but
they didn't have the time or
resources to keep up with
everyone's needs."
The committee considered their
proposal by reviewing the offcampus housing programs at
Kent State, Miami, Ball State,
Central and Western Michigan
Universities.
"We looked at their programs
and used them as a sort of
barometer to indicate whether or
not they were off base," Baker
said. "We found out that we were
lacking greatly in that area."
A proposal of the committee is
the possibility of having a
roommate search program. This
service would pair people of
similar desires tor housing and
roommates.
Ryan hopes terminals will soon
be placed in resident halls for
prospective off-campus housing in
the community. This will aid them
in choosing whether or not to
move off campus.
"Maybe a couple of years down
the road we'll be able to put them
right into the apartment they
want," Ryan said.

The committee said the
University has not provided
adequate aid to off-campus
students, which represents half of
the Universitypopulation.
According to Edmonds, "We jsut
needed to recognize off-campus
housing needs."
All University housing is for
undergraduates and there are so
many graduate students that need
housing - without having to come

Students kick cigarette smoking habit to remain physically fit
byLenMcDermott
A government report released
by the Department of Agriculture
this year said smoking dropped in
1983 because of a rise in the price

ot cigarettes.
However,
University students may be
smoking less for reasons of health
and appearance, according to the
American Lung Association.
In addition, one-third of the
population smokes and the

David Kennedy discovered
dead in Florida hotel room

PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) David Anthony Kennedy, the 29year-old son of the late Sen.
Robert F. Kennedy, was found
dead in a hotel room yesterday in
this oceanside resort where his
family has wintered for 40 years.
Young Kennedy had a history of
drug and alcohol problems, but
the cause of his death was not
immediately known.
Palm Beach Police Capt.
William Shetron said the body
was taken to the County Medical
Examiner's office for an autopsy.
"There's no sign of foul play, he
said.
Set. Henry Marchman said at
mid—afternoon the autopsy was
under way, but he did not know
when results would be available.
Kennedy's uncle, Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., issued a
statement in Washington saying,
"This is a very difficult time for
all the members of our family,
including David's mother, Ethel,
and his brothers and sisters, who
tried so hard to help him in recent
years.
"All of us loved him very
much," Kennedy said. "With
trust in God, we all pray that
David has finally found the peace
that he did not find in life."
It was the latest in a series of
tragedies for the Kennedy family,
one of America's wealthiest and
most politically prominent.
Robert F. Kennedy was killed by
an assassin in 1968 as he sought
the Democratic nomination for
Sresident. His brother, President
ohn F. Kennedy, was

assassinated in 1963. Their older
brother Joseph Kennedy Jr., was
killed in World Warn.

DAVID KENNEDY, the fourth
of Robert and Ethel Kennedy's 11
children, had been treated for
drug addiction in 1979 and 1980.
His older brother, Robert Jr., was
given a two-year suspended
sentence in South Dakota last
month for possessing heroin.
Marchman said Kennedy's
body was found in Room 107 of the
Brazilian Court Hotel, a two-story
wood-stucco building where he
had been staying alone.
Josephine Dampier, the hotel
manager's secretary, said
Kennedy had checked in Friday
with a brother, but she did not
know which one. She said Kennedy had been in town on a family
vacation, and had been going
back and forth between the hotel
and the nearby winter home of his
grandmother, Rose Kennedy.
Dampier said the body was
found by Elizabeth Barnett, a
front desk secretary. Dampier
said she asked her to check the
room because a Mrs. Kennedy
had called from Boston at around
11:30 a.m. and "asked if I'd mind
checking David's room because
none of the family had seen him
since last night and he was supposed to be on a plane to Boston
this morning." Dampier said she
did not know which Mrs. Kennedy
it was that called.

number has been decreasing over
the past twenty years due to
education about what smoking
does to the body.
Joanne Navin, nurse at the
University Health Center, said the
media encourage the young crowd

to smoke by making smoking
appear glamorous. Students are
smoking less because they are
more aware of the health risks
involved.
Studies conducted by the
federal government in the past

Due to a breakdown of our
computer equipment, the BG
News was forced to enter all copy
into another computer system
resulting in the unusual appearance of today's edition. The

short of breath when exercising.
Fitness and health are very
popular with youth now and
'smoking just dosen't mix with
that image,"she said.
According to Navin a common
SMOKING see page four

University Prof, receives Fulbright scholarship^
by Dina Horwedel
Dr. David Newman,
professor of chemistry, will be
in Norway for the 1984-85
academic year as one of about
2,100 Americans being sent
abroad under the Fulbright
Exchange Program.
The program, established in
1946 through Congressional
legislation introduced by
former Sen. J. William
Fulbright of Arkansas, is
designed to increase mutual
understanding between the
people of the United States and
the people of other countries.
Newman received the
scholarship by submitting an
application taken from a
booklet that advertised the
Fulbright scholarship. He said
Norway was not listed as a
country participating in the
program but submitted his
application requesting Norway
anyway.
To his surprise, the
scholarship came through. He
said he's interested in molten
salt chemistry and Norway's
Trondheim Institute specializes
in it.
"There are many things
molten salt is used for,
primarily in the manufacturing
of aluminum," Newman said.
"Molten lithium chloride and
potassium chloride will
someday be used in batteries as
an energy source for cars."
While in Norway, Newman
will be collaborating with Dr.

Harold Oye, director of the
laboratory for inorganic
chemistry at Trondheim.
Newman added he and Oye
shared an office at Argonne
National Laboratory in Illinois
in 1967. Although their ideas
are somewhat diverse they will
be able to support one another
in different areas.
"I'll probably be denied
mixing my own chemicals and
touching any equipment
without assistance, but all the
research will be mine," he said.
Newman said he intends "to
complete a few details to close
out projects started a long time
ago."
"For instance, an unusual
molecule in one of our liquids
was found. To verify this
existence, we will X-ray the
structure in the solid state and
assume the same structure
exists in the liquid state," he
said.
According to Newman the
chance of finding all the answers to some of his unfinished
work while at Trondheim is
remote.
He said either
something will go wrong or
something more interesting
will come up.
The University will stay in
contact with Newman while he
is in Norway. He will send salt
samples back to be treated in a
new calorimeter which will be
arriving soon to the Physical
Science Building.
The
calorimeter was purchased
from a $33,480 grant awarded to
Newman by the National

r—the bottom line

BG News
typesetter
fails again

have shown smoking is directly
related to health risks. Navin said
students are concerned about the
effects smoking has on their
health.
Students find their breathing is
affected when they smoke and are

index
News copy was transferred into a
back-up system owned by the
School of Journalism. If all goes
well, the paper will return to its
normal format tomorrow.
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sports-wrap.™
classifieds—
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Science Foundation.
The Fulbright Scholarship
will pay most of Newman s
expenses in Norway but he will
have to pay for expenses in-

Dg news staff/jomes Vouii
curred by his wife and two sons.
"My time at Trondheim will
be spent mostly in a smelly
laboratory and also teaching a
class," he said.

inside

weather

•The BG News visited the Pernberville Boys Ranch. Page 5.
•The Detroit Tigers, the hottest team
in baseball tvis season are featured in
today's BG News. Page 7.
It will be warm with a slight chance
of showers by evening. High in the
80s. with a low in the 50s.
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ditorialJackson voter apathy

a
reflection
of
color
Many white voters were disturbed and threatened

by Jesse Jackson running for the Democratic
presidential nomination. Their image of Jackson as
a black candidate running for the highest elected
office in the nation clashed with their stereotype of
minorities as being incompetent of holding office.
Unlike Jackson, the only individuals that can be
considered incompetent are those that fall prey to
this racist belief. For they let ideas based in bigotry
cloud their vision.
The "Rainbow Coalition" was designed to unite
people of different ethnic backgrounds and colors
and involve them in the electoral process. Instead,
the coalition movement has been used as a tool to
separate the believed "inferior" from the believed
"superior" purely on the basis of color and not on
their qualifications.
Anti-Jackson supporters claim minority leaders
are not the right choice to lead the government and
direct the nation, now or any time in the future. They
scream that only minorities are supporting
Jackson's cause and that minority leaders are just
endorsing one of their own.
But several national minority leaders, including
the black mayors of Philadelphia and Atlanta, have
failed to jump onto the Jackson "Rainbow Coalition"
bandwagon. Even Benjamin Hooks, leader of the
NAACP, said it will be a long time before a black
person is elected president, primarily because many
voters - white voters - still believe blacks are incapable of holding public office.
Well, although the Jackson candidacy has not
produced the grand following many had hoped for, it
has involved many previously dormant minorities in
the electoral process and given them back some of
their pride.
And anytime a single individual can get over a
million new voters actively involved in their electoral process, that one factor more than outweighc
any unfounded racial stereotype of incompetency.

Mining: It's covert, but don't tell
by Art Buchwald
An old-timer from Langley, now living in a safe house in McLean, said of
Nicaragua, "I've never seen a C.I.A.
covert operation more overt in my
life."
"I was thinking the same thing
myself," I said. "I thought you guys
were supposed to have deep cover
when you went into the jungles of
Central America."
"That used to be the case. But
present U.S. foreign policy demands
we let the whole world know we're
rating covertly to save El Salvaand bring down Nicaragua. President Reagan wants to make sure
friend and foe are aware the United
States is actively involved."
"Why doesn't he just declare an
overt war and let it go at that?"
"He needs Congress to declare an
overt war. He's not going to ask for
one during an election year. So the
president is conducting a covert war,
with all the fanfare of an overt one.
The only problem is that when you

conduct a covert war you have a lot of
restrictions placed on you, in order
for it not to become overt. The mining
of Nicaraguan harbors is a good example of that. The president said it
was covert - the rest of the world
considered it overt."
"And Congress cut off the CIA's
funding for its war in Central America."
"It was a big mistake on the president's part because up until then the
House and Senate supported the CIA's
covert operations in the hemisphere.
You see, the object of fighting a secret
war is that when something goes
wrong, the government can say it
knew nothing about it. But in the case
of the mining, everyone in the administration defended it, and there was no
way of dumping it on a wild rogue
elephant at the CIA.
"The administration's strategy
was, the more publicity the covert
mining operation received, the
stronger message we would be sending to the Sandinista government that
we really meant business. Unfortunately, Congress got the same message."

Does this mean that the CIA's
covert war in Central America is
over?"
"Of course not. But it will have to be
done much more covertly. Funds for
it will have to be channeled from
money buried in the education budget, CIA agents will have to be given
cover in the Honduran-American Coffee Bean Exchange, and President
Reagan will have to shut up about how
well nis administration's covert operations are going in the Western Hemisphere."
. "That's going to be hard for the
president to do, I said.
"He has no choice. He needs congressional support for his policy in El
Salvador to train the army to fight the
Nicaraguan-trained Salvadoran rebels."

"You mean the Nicaraguans are
fighting a covert war against El Salvador, at the same time we're fightingr a covert war against Nicaragua?"
'Yes, the only difference is that
Nicaragua is denying it, which I must
sayr is to their credit."
'Whyisthat?"

"If you deny you're fighting a covert war, then everyone can pretend
your country is not involved. But if
you make a legal case for it like
President Reagan did, and it goes
sour, you're up a Central American
creek without a paddle?"
"What should the president have
done when the mining story leaked
out?"
"He should have been publicly horrified. Then he should have appointed
a presidential commission headed by
Henry Kissinger to see how such
future incidents could be avoided.
Finally, he should have told Bill Casey if the CIA was going to act in such
a despicable manner, he didn't want
to be his friend any more."
"But the country needs a CIA," I
protested.
"There's nothing wrong with having a CIA," the old-timer from Langley said. "But there is something
wrong when it suddenly becomes the
most overt agency in the government."
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the
Los Angeles Times syndicate.

Yuppies craze looks like
a preppie replacement
sneak into any college department.
Nebbies reek of polyester and are
easily spotted by their combination ot
Yuppies. Young Urban Professionals tennis shoes and colored socks. NebJust when you thought it was sate to bies can be the life of a party, but can
retire the term preppie," some get out of hand when attempting to
clown with a major publisher backing initiate a game of Dungeons and
him up had to invent "yuppies" to Dragons in the middle of a crowded
apartment.
cash in on.
Nebbies always like 60's music,
Unlike preppies, who were often
looked down upon as just sheep play- especially old Jefferson Airplane. The by Kevin Prendergast
ing Fashion Follow the Leader, the nebbie's best friends are his personal
As the school year winds down, stuyuppies have become a new status computer and D & D game pieces.
Still haven't found an identity? How dents begin looking into housing altersymbol. They have their own clothing,
their own bars, even their own lingo. about Cawies, Clueless Attractive natives Tor the following year. For
They are elitest in nature and tend to Vacuum-heads. Cawies are always many Bowling Green students, offshy away from "childish college af- at the peak of fashion and can be campus housing provides an opportufairs" like dime-beer nights and keg found in people-oriented areas such as nity to get away from dormatory
IPCO, fashion merchandising and living and gain a greater sense of
parties.
autonomy through living in a more
So where does this leave the aver- public relations.
Cawies are the only students able responsible setting.
age college student? Who do we idenBut many students will enter
to pull off the combination of a Sakstify with?
It is imperative that we develop our /Salvation Army outfit without agreements without reading or understanding the contract they are signown self-image to identify with. Cu- looking gauche.
Cawies tend to augment their vo- ing. Even those who do have a grasp
tesy abbreviated names are optional,
but can help the average student feel cabulary with the versatile terms of their lease, still remain ignorant of
more comfortable with his/her new "like." For example, "Like, I really, their rights as tennants. After reviewlike, wish I could, like, go out tonight, ing the leases of the top renters in the
look.
but I, like, have to coordinate my Bowling Green community, it is adAn example of this idea is the Cap- outfit for my rec center visit tomor- visable that students be aware of
certain clauses and practices by landpie, Cynical Arrogant Pre-Prof ession- row."
The cawies best friends are credit lords which may conflict with the
als. Most commonly found in the
Ohio Revised Code.
business disciplines, the Cappie tends cards and fashion magazines.
As for me, I've developed my own
to be relatively well-dressed when in
the proper mood. The Cappie con- image, Sommie, Sarcastic Ornery
sumes a lot of diet soda and is always Muckraker. Usually found in the
B.G. News cave with other aspiring
sure to display this proudly.
Cappies don't trust what they read, journalists, the Sommie is constantly
unless it's in the Wall St. Journal, criticized for his geographic igno- DCIs should stop
which they never read because they rance and appears to be on the verge
event complaints
are too busy preparing for a big of suicide at all times.
The Sommie's best friends include In five years as an undergrad here at
presentation that is due at least three
times a week. The cappie's best friend bis typewriter, AP Stylebook and
BGSUI am tired of the Greek organiis his portfolio.
sympathetic editors who agree to run
zations on this campus expecting evIf this doesn't suit you, try being a such journalistic trash.
eryone to say "How far" when they
Larry Harris is a junior journalism
Nebbie, Nerdish, but Educatable
say "Jump." The problem this time is
Bore. Nebbies are usually located in major and a editorial columnist (or Delta Upsilon complaining about the
the science-related areas, but can the B.G. News.
woman who failed to obey their request. My question is: was the street
legally closed? If the bike race was
ran with the same professionalism
that Chi Omega run was conducted
The BG News Editorial Page is the campus forum for comments
with several weeks ago, I have these
regarding articles in The News or important issues concerning the
suggestions for a smoother operation
University and its community.
next year.
The News reserves the right to reject letters or portions of letters that
1. Have the City and Campus Police
are in bad taste, malicious or libelous. All submissions are subject to
close the race routes. This was not
condensation.
done during the Chi 0 race.
2. Hire several off duty officers to
guard the intersections and race

by Larry Harris
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Students get taken in by landlords

•respond
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high as $50 to clean carpets and remove trash. These charges even exist
for on-campus housing. But, the Code
says that the lessor can charge only
the cost of labor and materials to
remove and clean trash from apartments. Any further charges is a potential violation of the law.
Another problem area contained in
leases are clauses authorizing that a
landlord can enter an apartment
whenever the landlord deems it necessary. But the Code states, "Except
in the case of an emergency or if it is
impractical to do so, a landlord must
give a tennant reasonable notice to
enter and only enter at reasonable
times. Twenty-four hours is considered reasonable notice."
Other clauses relating to illegally
obtained evidence and the seizure of
property for payments without appropriate court orders are also In the
code.

If a student feels that be has been
wronged or taken advantage of, he
should pursue the landlord and demand retribution. Students can and
have successfully taken landlords to
court and won back their losses plus
damages. If a student still has questions, he should consult an attorney.
Most lawyers in town offer free consultations on most cases.
It is up to the student to first read
and understand the terms of the
agreement they are signing. If they
have any questions they should ask
them. Secondly, students should acquaint themselves with some of the laws
in Ohio governing landlord-tennant
agreements so they are well aware of
their rights and liabilities.

route. You can not expect the city and
campus department to give their un-.
divided attention to you.
3. If students must direct traffic
they should not only be wearing
orange vests and use signal flags but
know the correct method to direct
traffic. (A sorority woman in the middle of the Poe and Mercer intersection
waving her arms or another on
Mercer by Harshman Quad standing
in the right lane doing nothing just
does not cut it, in fact they're Just a
possible 10 points for you real DRIVERS out there, 15 if they had their
letters on.)
4. Place a notice in both the BG
News and the Daily Sentinel clearly
showing the race route and time prior
to the event.
5. Place signs near the route warning motorists to be extra careful.
Luckily, the rider involved in the
incident during the race was not seriously hurt. However, I think, because evidently no one else has. that if
these suggestions are followed it will

eliminate many future problems. The
non-student residents of BG must be
made aware of campus events. This is
because of one fact which many students, myself included, at times fail to
realize. The BGSU campus is located
in the city of Bowling Green, Ohio and
not vice versa.

turbed; I had not even noticed, and I
was only two seats away. He was
asked what grade he received and
then told "that sucks" by the professor, and told to leave the class.
The ridiculous thing is that all these
incidents have happened while in college and were instigated by the professors, to the astonishment of the
students. My question is, who is a
professor? And who do they think they
are? The classes were totally under
the professor's subjective grading.
Each student's grade, transcript and
possible future are under his partial
control. So I can understand their
conceit. Now, I don't wish to generalise, but I have just cited three cases;
how many others are out there?
Should they have the audacious right
to criticize, humiliate and punish a
student if they feel fit, or unfit and
angry? What can a student do to
protect himself in the lecture room?
Michael Thompaon
306 Kappa Sigma
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Mark Mclrath
OCMB1020

Students need protection
I once had a teacher who humiliated a
girt, made her apologize and then
stand up at her seat for the rest of the
class time all because she had fallen
asleep. Another time, a male student
was criticized, and humiliated to
tears in the middle of class because he
was "wasting class time"... by
asking too many questions? Also a
student had a piece of chalk thrown at
him because he was apparently disturbing the class by reviewing his test
during lecture. I had not been dis-

Kevin Prendergast is a senior Journalism major and former editorial
editor at the B.G. News.
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The first thing students should realize is that just because they signed a
lease, they are not necessarily obliged
to follow the terms of that lease. In
many cases, when a part of a lease is
in violation of the law or when the
landlord violates a part of the lease,
the lease becomes inoperable.
Students often are burdened by
having to put down a security deposit
on an apartment to ensure that the
apartment is vacated in good condition at the end of the year. But,
according to the Ohio Revised Code, if
that deposit is over the cost of one
month's rent, they are entitled, in
most cases, to 5 percent interest on
their deposit. At the end of the year,
any deductions made from the deposit
must be itemized and sent the student
within thirty days. If not, they may be
entitled to full recovery of the deposit.
Also at the end of the year, students
are often confronted with charges as
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McCarthy predicts Dem. race

by Geoff Barnard
ADA - For 22 years,
Eugene McCarthy was
an influential politician
known throughout the
United States. Since his
retirement from the
U.S. Senate in 1970,
McCarthy hasn't held a
formal political office,
but he still voices strong
political beliefs.
Before a speech at
Ohio
Northern
University yesterday,
McCarthy commented
on the race for the
Democratic nomination, although he admitted he had been
"repudiated" by the
Democratic party after
opposing Lyndon B.
Johnson for the
Democratic presidential nomination in 1968.
Former Democrat

McCarthy was very
critical of Walter
Mondale, but said he
will probably get the
party nomination.
McCarthy chided
Mondale, who now holds
McCarthy's Senate seat
from Minnesota, for
having a legalistic attitude.
"Too many lawyers
translate politics into
advocacy,
McCarthy
said. "He (Mondale)
wants to get the best
from both sides. He
lacks responsibiltity."
He said Mondale's
lack of responsibilty
comes from never
having previously run
for a major office.
"He
(Mondale)
suffers from the fact
that he was appointed to

his three major offices," McCarthy said.
"He was appointed
attorney general, he
was appointed vice
president, and he was
appointed senator after
Humphrey retired."
Although he downplayed the other
Democratic candidates'
chances of being
nominated, he said
Gary Hart is moving in
the right direction by
introducing new ideas.
"The problem," McCarthy said, "is not
many of them are very
good?'
The Rev. Jesse
Jackson is vaguely
focusing on the correct
issues, McCarthy said.
"He (Jackson) is
saying some good

things, but he's
speaking in symbolic
terms," McCarthy said.
"He's talking about
excess defense and
unemployment, but he's
not introducing any new
tactics."
McCarthy said he
thinks
President
Reagan can be beaten in
the November election
by
challenging
Reagan's economic
policies.
"Economic concerns
are more important in
the eyes of most voters
than the arms race,"
McCarthy said. "We're
faced
with
institutionalized unemployment and instititutionalized poverty."

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
presents their

SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
20% OFF ON ALL MERCHANDISE
THAT IS, ALL MERCHANDISE!"
ALL BOOKS
• SWEATSHIRTS
BACK PACKS
• ALL HATS
GLASSWARE*
• CALCULATORS
T-SHIRTS & SHORTS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
100's OF SELECTED PAPERBACKS 25* & 50C

U.S. metric conversion unlikely

by Dave Harding
The metric system is far from
being accepted in this country .according to Dr. Evan McFee,
professor of science education
and education curriculum instruction.
"Until industry decides that
trading with other countries
would he easier by adopting the
metric system, conversion will be
very slow" McFee said.
He added the government
began a big push toward metric
conversion in the early 1970s,
however, funding cutbacks and a
lack of interest prompted a

decision allowing industry to lead
the way.
"The Ford Motor Company in
Lima, for instance, produces a
four-cylinder engine in metric,
and tires and other auto parts are
now in metric," he said.
McFee said many dry goods
products are being listed in dual
measurements, making them
easier to be sold overseas.
He said the metric system is not
rapidly gaining ground in this
country because it is not native to
Americans.
"For many people, adoption of
the metric system would be the

equivalent to having a forei;
language forced on them,"
However, Dr. Barbara Moses,
assistant
professor
of
mathematics, said metrics could
be adopted in the near future if
people would not resist learning

TWO DAYS OF HUGE SAVINGS!
FRIDAY & SATURDAY APRIL 27th & 28th

"It's a question of attitudes and
people having to adjust their
lifestyles," Moses said. "In the
past, we never had liter bottles of
pop. And even though we have
them now, there have been no
major problems," she said.

530 E. Wooster
M-F 9:00-5:30
SAT 9:00-5:00
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1984 FALCONS

FOOTBALL THEME CONTEST*
Submit a "Theme/Slogan"
for the 1984 Falcon Football
season and win one of the
following great prizes:

THICK AND CRUNCHY

1st Place: A 1984 All-Sports Pass
2nd Place: Two reserved bench seats for
the. 1984 Homecoming Game
3rd Place: Two Falcon Seat Cushions
CONTE8T RULES:
1. Entries due by May 2nd (must include a g
name, address and telephone number.), **
2. All themes become the property of the jj
BGSU Athletic Dept.
j}
3. Winners announced at the May 5 Spring j*
Scrimmage • need not be present to win. x}
4. Each entry should be sent to:
xj
Athletic Promotions Office
ij

Perry Stadium, BGSCJ

J,

MAY 5: SPRING SCRIMMAGE
BE THERE! tf
•k-Cr-tr-tr-frir-tr-tr-b-tr'ttlt-tr-tr'tfer'er-tr-erir-tr-tr-tr-er-tr'tr'trtclriS
Latino Awareness Week
April 23 - April 30

COLD BEER BALLS
24 RETURNABLES
O'GRADY
POTATO CHIPS
REGULAR

PEPSI

M.09

2 liter bottle

ALL REGULAR CANDY BARS

30c
RACKETEERS
DAIRY QUEEN BUILDING

THUrKOAV, APWL U, 1*4 "WF*E A UTTU UT C0UNT1Y"
CtfMMn:
1:00 unlil 4:30p.D.
Williami HaU-loKTuiKxul Lointt

nm

Will btpn prompily *i 1:20 p.m.
"Sinnpte Estuvimos Aqui" (Wc Were Alwayi Hen) A loos into
•ami pulidptlioo in Puerto

RJCO'I

hanory. rmphisiniii Ihnr role in

aoaomk activities, tduaaoa, ud politics.
Will team promptly u 2KB p.m.
Will Herat i puma From OveUnd, C*k> nil perform I variety of
country toap.
Coffee ud Sptniih Pantries will be served

WDAV, APWL V, 1*4 "SOCIAL EVENT'
DSKC

Open to ill Law Studeni Union mem ben ud ihai |ucni.

SAiTJsUMY. APIIL a. 1*4 "LATINO OLYMPICS"

Mia

Mima,
Sn*«t bcratlH CeaStr
Vsriaas K.SI staaeal artaalriUm aaa aaWt «p*M*m ftf Starr

"Pur"
1KB p.m. mil 9:30 p.m.
405 Uamrary Hal
TV BGSU Laiioa Studot Theatre Compmry
"Cam y Cueui" will perform:
"CrocedrVar

SUNDAY, APt.ll. », 1*4 "D Carnival It*.'"

MM

IKBuauUKBp.B.
Umvtnity HaD Courtyard fm CM of ram, ike festival will be laid at ihe
Stadea Services Blda. in the Foraa).
A day filled with musical rarnnnmml aa well ai raspamc daace stoats
from variowa parti of Oak. This yean' festival will learure Electn ud
Oraaau Marquis, two very popular hispamc bands.
8KB p.m. until »:M p.m.
405 University Hal
TVK^latioaStiidentTheainCompaay"Car«yCarrl«"will
perform:

'•Crane deVm."
MONDAY, APIIL 34), 1*4 "CULnilAL AND AWAIDS UNQUIT'
Tat) fwam afl etaai at Lama Airman ■ Wcata
ly Faraml la iiln ONLY
•bam an Fist aad Opaa » a* Puaie aakm sasant* Mesial

FOB ADDITIONAL WFOUUTtON CONTACT:
La Union de EjtwBsuus Laoaos
MSB Student Services BaOdifaj BGSU
Bowhaj Green. Obso4)403
(4l9)JU4B5or(4l»U52-T254

HELP WANTED
FOOD OPERATIONS EMPLOYMENT
Food Operations job applications for Fall 1984
employment will be distributed to students on:
Wednesday, April 25, 1984, 8:00
a.m. to 12:00 Noon only in the Second Floor
Lounge, Student Services Building.
Thursday, April 26, 1984, 1:00 p.m.
to 5:00 p.m. only in the Forum of the Student
Services Building.
Students will be limited to two (2) applications in
order to insure that as many students as possible
have the opportunity to apply for a job with Food
Operations. Students should take the completed
application to the appropriate dining hall/snack bar
by Friday, May 4, 1984. Applications will not be
accepted after that date.
PLEASE NOTE: This will probably be the only time
for Upperclassmen to obtain an application for Fall
Employment with Food Operations due to the fact
that Student Employment applications will be taken
during Pre-Reg this summer and any remaining jobs
will be filled at that time.
Students planning to return to BGSU next fall and wish to be
employed by Food Operations should not miss this opportunity for
early application.

INEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
FOR 1 OR 2 PERSONS
•449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
•322 1/2 E. MERRY
• 602 2nd STREET
• 605 2nd STREET
•245 N. PROSPECT
•710 1/2 ELM
•228 S. COLLEGE
• 523 1/2 N. ENTERPRISEEFF.
•825 3rd STREET
Call today for an appointment
352-5620

328 S. MAIN

352-1165

PREPARE FOR

tfiSM'

MCAT- LSATGMAT B
SATACTDATGRECPA
i Permanent Centers open
days, evenings and
weekends.
> Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff.
«Complete TEST-N-TAPE*
facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
I Classes taught by skilled
instructors.

• Opportunity to make up
missed lessons.
• Voluminous home-study
materials constantly
updated by researchers
expert in their field.
• Opportunity to transfer to
and continue study at any
of our over 105 centers.

OTHER COURSES AVAILABLE

GRE PSYCH & BIO • MAI • PCA1 • UCAT • VA1 • I01H
MSKP • NMB • VQE • ECFMG • FlEX • NDB • RN BOS
SSAT • PSAT • SAT ACHIEVEMENTS
SPEED READING
Call Days, Eves t Weekends
536-3701
3550 Secor Hd.
Suite 201
TOLEDO, OHIO
ItSI mCRrUUTION
SPtcuirsTsseace sue

Meal

uuiauraaa|M-2n.in,
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•campus/local

Smoking from page one
reason why many college women
don't smoke may be related to the
use of contraceptives. " The pill
and smoking just don't mix," she
said.
Because smoking tends to
restrict the blood vessels, the
hormones in the pill increase

clotting. The combination of
cigarettes and the pill increases
the chance of stroke, heart attack
and blood clots in the legs, Navin
said.
She added the risk increases as
a woman gets older. "No doctor
would prescribe the pill to a

woman over 30 who smokes,"she
said.
Students may be smoking less
to help increase a young appearance a spokesperson for the
American Lung Association said.
By constricting the small blood
vesels in the face, smoking robs

the skin of its normal blood
supply. This makes the skin more
sensitive to ultraviolet light which
causes wrinkles.

easily and has less stamina.
Smoking is also clearly linked to
lung, emphysema, larynx and
bladder cancer.
Although smoking has been
According to the spokesperson, proven to be harmful and is exsmoking also reduces a person's pensive, many students still
lung capacity so he tires more smoke. The American Lung

Plan now for the 1984 Sbhool Year

I American Heart Association

Meadowview Court
Apartments

WHC HGHTING FOG YOUR UFE

214 Napoleon Road Bowling Green, OH 352-1195

MEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT

LET OS WORRY ABOCITI
THE GAS & ELECTRIC
BILLS.

•all utilities included •gas heat 'laundry
facilities »drapes 'carpet •party & game room
•swimming pool •sauna
$270-furnished $250-unfurnished

YOU PAY FORl
RENT ONLY!

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
$280-furnished $265-unfurnished Plus gas and electric
Landlord pays water and sewage

IVarious locations available.
Call for an appointment to
see these apartments.
352-5620

328 S. Main

Association attributes this to
nicotine addiction and the fact
smoking helps people relieve their
tension.
However, the body can return to
its former healthy condition once
a person stops smoking, the
spokesperson said.

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS
$225-furnished $200-unfurnished
all utilities included, separate bedroom
it wMrrnnM MM

352 1165

SPI MB

516E.WOOSTERI I MOVifl' Ollt?

352-1504

6 FREE LIKE

W/ ANY 14" (1) ITEM
OR MORE MYLES' PIZZA.
DELIVERY ONLY

EXP. 5/5/84 |

POTATO$3.95
SKINS
Entire Month
of April
The Best
Appetizers
in Town

RENT A
RYDER TRUCK
I you're 18 or over you an ml i Rydtr truck touse locaty or on a one-vray (renl-rt-here. leave-it-therel Ire to another cay
Compare costs baton you make plans tor moving at do end ol the semester With a truck you can take rtxig your stereo. 10I speed. clothes al your skill, and sal have plenty ol room tot one or twj c^te peopte an) Ihen thnr^, so you can sriare the costs.
| Compare that to a plane ticket. Or even a bus.
Rent tram the best-irantaned, most dependable fleet n the wort}- Ryder.
The best tuck money can rent.

^
I ^ "
it» " O ^b,
•f Vtfe '" *•«]
Q
«ib
<*
,'

Local Rental Locations:
103 N. Prospect at Wooster
PHONE: 354-1810
26480 N. Dixie Hwy., Perrysburg
PHONE: 874-9557
1000 Buck Rd and I-7S
PHONE: 666-9830
•BRING IN THIS
ADVERTISEMENT AND RECEIVE
A 10% DISCOUNT ON YOUR
TRUCK RENTAL

«:

SUNDANCE
352-1092

LONG STEM

RED ROSES $10 DOZEN
DAISIES AND DAFFODILS
$

2 DOZEN

Fancy
$

CARNATIONS

8 DOZEN

MYLES' FLOWERS
DAIRY QUEEN
BUILDING

•OFFER EXPIRES

May 31,1984

^il^^^^^

THURSDAY NIGHT IS

&SMo
KWildlhV

BGSU COLLEGE I.D. NIGHT
Your BGSU Place to party away the end of Spring Semester.
Show your valid BGSU I.D. for
FREE ADMISSION

BUTTONS

25481 Route 25, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551
8742253

Buses Leaving
the Union Oval
at 8:00, 8:45,
9:30, 10:15
J

i

BGSU

WOOSTER
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The ranch for troubled youths at 1426 Kahler Road has not been without troubles of Its own.

It's a Heartbreak Hotel catering exclusively to teenagers, and Mark
Wheeler is the innkeeper.
Set back from the road amid a thicket of trees, the Pemberville Boys'
Ranch is fighting to help its dozen residents, aged 12 to 18, gain control of
their lives. For some, the ranch may be the last stop between the court and
the prison — a sort of weigh station along the road to adulthood, a place
where futures are aimed toward self-destruction or success.

John, a resident of
the Boys' Ranch, has al
"secret" identity protected by privacy laws!
Those same laws have|
made Pemberville
residents uneasy
about their young
neighbors.

The
neighbors are . . .

Worried

The "ranch," run by a staff of seven, is a large
ranch house on Kahler Road serving a 50-mile
radius around Pemberville. Two overly-friendly
dogs guard the place, and a rickety metal fence
etches a boundary around the ranch's 10 acres.
The driveway gale is always open.
Troubled teens end up in Pemberville when
there's nowhere else for them to go, except
prison or the streets. Some are there because
they've committed minor crimes, others
because their local Children's Services Boards
or the State Department of Youth Services have
asked that the youths be removed from their
homes, Wheeler explained.
Wheeler, the ranch's "program director" and
a former professional family counselor, said his
clientele is drawn almost entirely from broken
and unhappy homes. In all cases, he said, the
teens' backgrounds are troubled. Many have a
history of difficulty in school. Wheeler calls the
youths "victims."
He added that crime records are the least
important aspect of his clients' histories.
It all starts with a disruptive family
situation," he said. "The kids are victims of the
circumstances... the common denominator is
that most are victims of neglect, abuse or
chaotic home situations. They eventually have
problems with school attendance or commit
petty thefts.
"It's the feeling of the agency that's referring
them that they need to be in a more structured
environment.. . We see ourselves as a
community-based alternative to incarcerating
these youths in uistftutions."
Despite limited funding - a per-day fee paid by
each resident's referral source covers only about
65 percent of the expenses - the ranch steadfastly
stands by its seven-staffer policy. At least two
counselors are on duty daily after 3 p.m., and
"awake" staffing is maintained at night.
Generally, Wheeler said, group homes are run
by a husband and wife. In that regard, the ranch
resembles a college dormitory more than a
private home. While Wheeler admits that
''having professional resources (available) all
the time makes this (program) much more

Like so many of its residents, the Pemberville Boys' Ranch has led
a brief but tumultuous life. Neighbors in Freedom Township once
fought vehemently to close the ranch, operated by Community Concern
of Toledo. Their fighting is over for now. In the late fall of 1981, the Sixth
District Court of Appeals overturned a ruling by Wood County courts
which would have closed the ranch permanently.
In response, the community has softened its protest, forced itself to
accept the ranch and its residents as part of life in Pemberville. But
beneath all the legal maneuvering was a profound fear of the youth who
would live at 1426 Kahler Road, and for some, that fear remains intact.
The sudden arrival of the ranch in this quiet
farm community was a decidedly traumatic
experience for its residents, according to a girl
who once attended high school with
"ranchers."
"All of a sudden there were these kids from
the city," she said, "We kids just led a
sheltered life up to then. (In school) they'd talk
about 'we got high' and things like that. There
just weren't ever people like that around here
before. They acted like real hard characters,
and we just weren't used to that."
Residents of the ranch attend the Eastwood
School System or travel to Penta County
Vocational School.
Bob Hestand, principal of Eastwood Junior
High, said the three ranch residents who
attend his school are all in different grades and
have not posed any special problems. He said
while youths from the ranch "may be more
prone to getting into trouble," some go through
his school and "turn out to be pretty good
kids."
"I can't say there haven't been any
problems because there have been some, but

J

it's been nothing that we wouldn't have with
any other students. I think most of their
Sroblems have been with the neighbors (near
te ranch)," Hestand said.
The ranch's bad reputation apparently
stems from its first year of operation and a
handful of incidents including the tying-up of a
counselor and theft of the ranch's van, but the
memories of that very lone year and those
problems remain vivid in the minds of ranch
neighbors.
"We're not upset with them trying to help
those boys," said Ed Stein! a father of two
whose farm is near the ranch. "I lust don't
think that they have a handle on things - the
people that are running the place.
"They'd take their stereos and their
speakers outside and just turn 'em up. You
know, in the country you don't expect to be
hearing your neighbor's rock music blaring all
over the neighborhood... That wasn't the
kids' problem, that was the people that's
running the place's problem - they ought to
know better than to let that go on."
"When jjou live in a rural area like this you

expensive," he quickly counters that"... we do
it that way because it works."
Private contributions round out the
budget... sometimes. Wheeler said expenses
beyond the ranch's budget are often paid out of
staffers' pockets.
"Our individual incomes are significantly less
than (the incomes of) people in comparable
positions. The thing that makes this group of
people special is the commitment," he said.
The counselors, some of whom asked not to be
identified, often walk a fine line between their
emotions and their professional duties. At best,
the task is frustrating: the results of their efforts
may not be known for years. At its worst, it just
plain hurts.
"It's very much like M'A'S'H," Wheeler said.
By its nature, the business operates in a
minefield of emotions. One staffer recalled
learning to avoid strong emotional ties with the
youths because they are still "learning" to trust
the people around them. Some fight or threaten.
Many want to run away, and several will
succeed. That's part of the game, he said.
"If you do (get too close), then it's going to be
the same as losing your wife and kid every day of
your life... I don't know anybody that can take
that and stay sane," he added.
To end their ft- to 12-month terms at the ranch,
the residents usually take one* of three routes
back into the world. Two are goals: if the stay
goes well, the residents are returned home, if
possible, or placed in a foster home. The third
possibiutyajways comes unannounced and
abruptly tflb Ole May. XcMhJfit ftrWMehr,
five or six of the 25 youths who pass through the
ranch each year "don't make it" by violating
their parole, running away, or breaking ranch
rules.
"Statistically, our success rate looks very good
compared to national averages," Wheeler said.
"That means nothing to me. What I look at is the
growth that happens and the growth that I know
is happening. Some people are going to have
problems regardless of what you do, but if we
have somebody that's motivated, then a lot of
special things can happen.

Volunteers act as 'role models'
of volunteers from St. Thomas
Parish headed for the boys'

of majors, Marchal said, and not all are
members of the church. She added mat some
summer students will even go out to the
u^cbwchbBtoMdr«r«)natlftvj itiens * ranch on their own time, even though the
by Joyce Marchal, the church's volunteer formal volunteer program is discontinued.
coordinator.
At the ranch, the volunteers help the boys
with homework, play cards or fooBball, or
The Pwnberville-bouiKi
only part of the church's nine
watch television wfth them. "The whole
oriented prograras. ranging from mtrsing rl," said Marchal, "is for the students to
home vistes to tutoring In Toledo's inner dty.
role models...to create as close to a
They attended an Informational meeting homelike atmosphere as possible...to make
prior to their first visit, but still weren't sure the ranch less like an institution."
what they would find at the ranch.
Marchal, a 1983 graduate of the University
Elaine Lundaten, a Junior psychology with a degree to learning disabilities and
behavior disorders, said that her volunteers
major, was one of those volunteers.
'I guess the atmosphere Is a lot more free are "not out to prove to themselves what they
than f expected," she said. "A lot of what can do for the kids." The visits are a means
they need is someone to talk to that's more of gathering "hands-on" experience for
experienced than their friends, more ob- some, and a chance for the volunteers to
jective than their family."
serve as "role models" for the youths. "You
Volunteers from Bowling Green make the might have to look, but every single person
ao-minute drive to the ranch every Monday has their own gifts to offer. You gain from
Wednesday. They come from a variety (the experience) as much as the residents do.
assume that you can live freely," Peggy Stein death if they left. The fact that they're kids
said. "I used to walk by there every day. And from Lucas County... they're not even kids
one day when I walked by one kid had a knife from our own area that they're helping. Why
out there. He didn't say anything. He just
don't they do something for them in Lucas
stroked the knife and looked at me like... I
County?
didn't change their lifestyle - they've changed
"I feel sorry for the kids that come in and
my lifestyle by being here.
are basically good kids and they get stuck
^'1 just don't thinkthe boys are being helped with - kids like the ones that tied up that
by the situation," she said. "They're labeled. counselor that one time."
They would be better off, I think, in an urban
She said that while she sympathizes with the
situation, because they would melt in better
youths, she puts her family's welfare first.
than in a rural situation. They wouldn't stick "I'm not exactly sure I can trust any of those
out as much."
kids 100 percent. I don't have any idea what
Sandy Davis, who also lives near the ranch, they could do or what they did do."
has a preschool-age son but said she "wasn't
"I think that when you put nine or twelve
really bothered" by the ranch. "But I think
young men that are in trouble together, it
think that as my son gets older... I really
seems that they would 'learn' from each
don't know how I'm going to handle it yet
other," Mr. Stein said. "It's privileged
"I think everybody would be relieved if they information why they're there. You can't find
were gone. We wouldn't sell the house because out what they've done."
they are here, but we would be thrilled to
MHir'» Mte: The names of Itmiliet interviewed tor this
■kntbemdmngtiMllbelrnqueat.

Stories and photos by James Youll
Mark Wheeler plays a casual game of gin with a ranch resident.
The boys are taken on weekend trips to ihe Toledo YMCA and
movie theaters or campus events in Bowling Green.
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Falcons only get three hits in twin-bill loss
by Steve Quinn
ossisiont sp*"*'' editor

A change in the lineup could not salvage a
game for Bowling
Green's softball team as
the Falcons dropped
both games of yesterday's doubleheader
against Toledo, 3-0
amd2-l.
BG head coach Gail
Davenport made a few
changes in her lineup
after the first game,
hoping to prevent UT
from completing the
sweep.
She began by putting
more speed in Ihe infield, moving centerfielder Amy Wright

to shortstop and moving
shortstop Sandy Krebs
to second. The outfield
had a completely new
look with Jill Therriault
moving from left to
centerfield and Lynn
Bearwalt leaving right
to take over in left.
Ronni Valentino filled in
at right.
Defensively,
the
move worked, but the
bats never came alive in
either game for the
Falcons. They only
managed three hits in
both games.
"Goose
Gossage
could have pitched for
us and it wouldn't have
mattered," Davenport
said. "Defense wasn't

the problem. We just
weren't hitting. People
who normally nit for us
didn't."
Playing her new
position, Wright came
through defensively. In
the fifth inning, she
moved from short and
dove in foul territory to
grab a ball off Gretchen
Rau's bat. Three batters
later, she stabbed a line
drive with a shoestring
catch off the bat of Sue
Scarbrough, who
finished the day with
three hits in six trips to
theplate.
However, that was
all the Falcons could
bragabout.
The Rockets grabbed

a 2-0 lead in the fourth
on a two-out rally. With
Scarbrough on first.
Brenda Radabaugh and
Mandy Shinsky followed
with
back-to-back
singles to load the
bases.

Pinch hitting for Peg
Hogan,, Deb Collinver
doubled to right to bring
home the only two runs
the Rockets needed to
sweep the Falcons.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.
INEWLOVE MANAGEMENT

ISPECIAL 2 BDRM
APTS
FOR
2
PERSONS
|* SPECIAL RATES! Call us
(for an appointment to see
[these apartments.
352-5620

328 S. MAIN

352-1165

run contest. BG's other
hit in the game came in
the third on Kavalaar's
single.
In the opener, the
Falcons had half as
many hits as they did in
the second game. Fisher
provided her team with
the lone hit in the third
inning. BG had only one
other base runner in
Therriault's base on
balls.

NORTHEND PIZZA
110 W. Poe

Free Delivery

$

■c/ferz
Canadian
MmmmmmnimH«mHm»maa»

2t0 7l7Kat« W&

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CUREII

352-7734

5.00 Specials
2-12" Pizzas- .70/ltem
OR

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care |
[ system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

BG's lone run came in
the fourth inning when
Kathy Fishe* reached
base on a Tracy Hughes
throwing error. She
reached second on a
stolen base and a walk
to Krebs followed by a
Mary Kay Bryan single
forced Fisher to third.
Fisher crossed the
plate on Helena
Kavalaar's fielder's
choice making it a one-

HOWARD'S'

BG'* LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE
IMPORT FACILITY'

14" Pizza & 2 Pops- .80/ltem
Good Thru 5/15/84

12*53 KRAMER WO.
-B.O.-

cellfday

I
I
I
I
I

352-7031

352-3551
LARGE 11TEM PIZZA

4.50

EAT IN - CARRY OUT - DELIVERY

American Heart
Association

warzy's
grinder
subsandwlch

BJ'S
FOOD EMPORIUM

2

m a Wcacv

143 E. Wooster
352-7603
Right on your way up town! Not just another
sub shop.. .but sandwiches of Quality!
soup • salad • sandwiches • soft serve
FREE DELIVERY - Min $3.00

Turkey Bacon Club
Sandwich
$1.99

98

OR

each

Try Our All-U-Can-

A FULL POUND
MEAL III I7SELFI

Hours. 10:am-9:pm Mon-Wed
1O.am-Midnight Thurs-Sat

Eat Salad Bar

$2.50

SALAD BAR ONL Y $1.00
EXTRA WITH PURCHASE OF
SANDWICH

warzy's 1068 N. Main

.___——________ _________^
I FREE BEVERAGE with the purchase of any
| sandwich to all BGSU students, faculty and
staff with valid BGSU I.D.

* SANDWICH OF
THE WEEK*

«KT TO THE LIQUOR STORE)
NO DISCOUNTS APPLY

352-8434
KUKUB SUDWKHES SIKE 1912
BOB

Buff Apartments
SIGN UP IN UAO OFFICE FOR

ORIENTAL COOKING
WORKSHOP
WED. MAY 2
7-9-p.m.
'lOpetson
Asian cooking along with other
recipes using a cooking WOK.

"MAIN STJDOWNTOWN

Come to
The Graduate Wellness Team's

2 bdrm. furnished Apts.
Heat,$evvage,ltVater & Cable paid for by owner
Laundry Facilities and Air Conditioning
540.00 per semester per person
with 4 people Ask fir Rich - After 3
C*ll 352-7182

MOO.OOO.00
INVENTORY

128

GRADUATE STUDENTS:

Now renting for 1984-85

RELATIONSHIP WORKSHOP
with discussion led by:
Collen Barlow & Kelly Brookhouse

p.m.

2 p.m., Fri. April 27
Room 318 Psychology Building
Free Admission/Refreshments

MAKE YOUR WEEKEND A

SALE

•THURSDAY COLLEGE ID
get in with college ID .A»\S

• FRIDAY-MEN'S NIGHT
no cover for men
- 45'snow $1.M*
- Doubles $2.°° off
- Headphones $3 •» off • Posters $1 off *
- Used LP's 10% off * T-Shirts 1/2 off '
- Blank tape 10% off * LP Crates $4." •
- Accessories 10% off * Buttons 5 for $3.°° *
EVERYTHING IN STOCK IS REDUCED!
Hours: 10-10 Mon-Sat
12-5 Sun

PASS
GOOD UNTIL MNI
1532 South Byrne Rd.
Toledo. Ohio
382-1876
Don

■M

,

^

C«AC\*

• SATURDAY-LADIES'NIGHT
no cover (or ladies

AA*

toft

^

&*
BOO
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Tigers on the prowl
for divisional title
Editors note: this Is the third in a
three-part series on Major League
Baseball.
DETROIT - Platooning is a nasty
word to many baseball players, but
in Detroit under manager Sparky
Anderson it has become almost
gospel, as the Tigers keep winning
with their ever-changing lineup.
Anderson, who has his team off
to an incredible 14-1 start, subcribes to the theory that righthanded batters hit left-handed
pitchers best, while lefty hitters hit
righthanders better. So, his lineup
changes as often as the opposing
pitchers change.
Fortunately for Anderson he has
one of his deepest teams at his
disposal. After the first IS games of
the season, all 16 players on the
bench have seen action, with many
of them in platoon roles.
"This is the best bench I've ever
had," Anderson says of the '84
Tigers. "Those 75 and 76 Cincinnati teams were great, but neither
one had a bench. Times have
changed and platooning has become an important part of the
game, so our bench is very impor-

Detroit third baseman Tom Brookens dives for a ground ball as
Chicago's Julio Cruz heads for third in last Friday's game in
Detroit. The Tigers beat the White Sox, 3-2.

Story by Ted Passahfi

AT FIRST BASE Gary Bergman
faces righthanders, while rookie
Barbaro Garvey (.450, six RBIs
this season) faces lefthanders. At
third base Tom Brokens, Darrell
Evans and Howard Johnson platoon, with Evans seeing duty at
first base and designated hitter.
Newcomer Rod Allen and veteran John Grubb also are backups
in the outfield, spelling outfielders
Chet Lemon, Liny Herndon (43
home runs in the last two years)
and Kirk Gibson (four home runs
and nine RBIs this season).
The platooning would bother
most teams, but the players don't
let it affect them, according to
Evans.
'I came here for one reason, and
that's to win that (World Series)
ring. Ill do whatever it takes.
That's the feeling we all have

t \A —fMmthMr'-'-r

Despite the numbers the platoon
club has been racking up, the 71-

Photos by Phil Masturzo

Say YES to a dress —

FRI-SAT all 30% OFF
525 Ridge St.
9:30-5:30

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
APARTMENTS

One
for the
Boo

THE MOST CON
TOWN1 CLOSE IO Rl
THEATR:
FRA1
N

em Division and World Series
champion Baltimore Orioles.
Trammell said with the lead the
Tigers will be a different team.
"In the past we've been the
team trying'to catch up," Tram-

NT

mell said. "Sure, you can make
a run, but that takes a lot out of
you. I like the position we are in
. now."
But then again. . . who
wouldn't want to be 14-1 after 15
games?

LOCATION
NTER. MI FOODS

Shelter Retirement Seminar open
to all faculty and staff members
of BGSU. and hosted by Jeanne
Spackey and Eve Davis of Ron
Gould and Associates. Professional
Financial Planners.

Tax shelter and retirement seminar:

"NOW YOU HAVE A CHOICE"
IN

'.

Free and open to all BGSU faculty and staff members.

HOUDAY INN, OXFORD ROOM
1550 E. Wooster St., Bowling Green

Teleflora's new Bookend
Bouquet A white, enamelcoated steel Bookend holds
a "book" container filled
with flowers.
Afterward, it
expands to hold volumes of
books, lb order this unique
gift, call or visit our shop.

Give the Bookend Bouquet for
Secretaries'Week. April 23-27.
Klotz Flower Farm
906 Napoleon Rd.
End of South College Dr.
353-8381

Welcome

Detroit Tigers shortstop Alan Trammell signs autographs for a
few anxious youngsters before the game.

Tomorrow's retirement dollars
depend on careful planning of your
income today. The Pension Reform
Act of 1974 (403b) has made
investment opportunities available
to employees of non-profit organizations. Plan to attend this free Tax

Powder Puff
VISA

Detroit manager Sparky Anderson argues with the home
plate umpire after a close play at the plate. Tigers' third
base coach Alex Grammas and Chrt Lemon look on.

The choice you make today
will determine what you have
to spend tomorrow.

Spring dresses are in —
Come and see our selection:

MAC

eers strength is up-tbe-middle.
Many are putting the tag of 'the
best team up-the-middle on Detroit.
The middle begins with catcher
Lance Parrish, who led all major
league catchers with 31 home runs
in 1982 and added 27 more to go
with 114 RBIs in 1983.
LOU WHITAKER and Alan Trammell are the keystone combination as they have been since 1978.
Whitaker and Trammell became
the first short-second combo to hit
.300 since Chicago's Luke Appling
and Cass Michaels in 1949.
Whitaker was named to the allstar team in 1983, batting .320 with
12 homers and 72 RBIs while winning a gold glove. Trammell also
won a gold glove while batting .319,
with 14 homers, 66 RBIs and 30
stolen bases.
The last member is the centerfielder, Lemon. He was obtained
from the Chicago White Sox for
Steve Kemp in 1961. He finished
last season with a .255 average, 24
homers and 69 RBIs. His hitting
isn't the only aspect of his play that
draws raves from Anderson.
"Chet simply runs down every
ball," Anderson said. "He is the
best center-fielder I've ever managed."
The four up-the-middle are producing big numbers now. but they
also will be doing so in the future,
as Lemon is the eider statesman at
29, with nine years of major league
experience. Parrish is just 27,
while Trammell and Whitaker are
both 26.
AS ALL GOOD teamsgo, so does
their pitching. And the Tigers have
a couple starters who can really go.
Jack Morris (20-13 last season) and
Dan Petty (19-11) give Detroit the
two stoppers every team needs.
Milt Wilcox, Dave Rozema and
Juan Berenguer are the remaining
starters in the big five. Auerlio
Lopez. Willie Hemadez, Doug Bair
and Glen Abbott are in the bullpen,
waiting for Anderson's call.
The Tigers are understandably
happy, as their M-l start has
placed them nine games in front of
last years' American League East-

Ifcflora

• Gas heat, hot water and cook
inq included
(small monthly electric bill)
• Spacious 2 bdrm. apts.
furnished.
Fast, dependable, 24 hr.
maintenace
In-house laundry centers .
■ Plenty of storage area.
• Now accepting applicationsfor
summer and next fall

TUESDAY, MAY 1
Morning Session: 8:00 to 10:00 AM
Evening Session: 7:00 to 9:00 PM
SPONSORED BY

RON GOULD
& ASSOCIATES
FINANCIAL PUNNING

.. .A process, not « product.
5515 Southwyck Blvd. #202. Toledo. OH 43614

Call for advance
registration:

(419) 474-8991

i
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CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Oon'l forgo to MM m integeofihe
<*ecount for rosing MARKETING
CLUB 0* Spring 9on up el Ires
week In the lobby oi the Business
b*rjg Al majors welcome
INFOtWAHONAL
MEEIING ON
m,mmn PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE. Thursday. Apr! 26. 5 6
p m si 372 BA. Everyone welcomo
TAKE IACK THE MQHT Hat, 4
march beginning at 7 pm at the slaps
ollMkmaHal Join ua as wo protest
vtolonca 1 rapa Sponaorad by
Woman tor Woman
Thora w* bo an ntomeaonol Rote•one Association moobng true Thursday at 5.30 in the Tart Room ol the
Union
LOST AND FOUND
FOUND—A SET OF CHRYSLER
CAR KEYS ON A LEATHER 'CAPRICORN' KEY CHAIN. FOUND ON
LEHMAN AVE. COME TO IM UNIVERSITY HALL
LOST Black Lab Puppy with white
paws Name Wc* Reward Cat
Frank at 372-2636 days. 666-7571
ovoa.
LOST: 2 gold bracelets, one box
cnan a one braided chain Sentimental value Very large reward II round
Cat 372-3816
Gold 1 Damond ring sue 5 I <2 lost In
Founders loading area Sunday Reword cai Donna 2-3820
FOUNNO-angle key on cheat-day of
OU oka race Back stretch by Tech
BUg parking lot Cal Rob 2 3655 to

SERVICES OFFERED

Expert Tyr-m
Reasonable Rosso
Col 352-7305 after 5:30pm

PERSONALS

P.*. We nape youl
ATTENTION BA MEMBERS
End ol do Year Party
4/27/84 220 MarMat 9 00 pm
Bring your own muncrnea
psvorapaa provldad
Attention 3rd HARMON GROPERS
(Lisa & fnend)
The hoi study lounge is (or
studying BOOKS only H you
wish lo continue sludyng each
other father then books—
TAKE IT ELSEWHERE"
The nosidontl of 3rd HARMON
BAR HELP WANTED tor summer 1
Ian. Apply In person at MAIN ST. on
Friday between 12 noon snd 3 p.m.

JACK'S BAKERY
ICE CREAM DELIVERY
354-1001 EVENINGS

Debbie:
Easter waa hint Bunnies In the ysrd
wit too funny1 Erotic, exotic dancing wrfriende. Diamonds In the
oars, B—Day Cake 4 Strawberry
Shorlcali till DM WOO hours. Mom
wlH never trust me! Ken 4 Nancy 4
Kenny are marvelous, but the
homecoming was the best — Can
you spare twenty minutes?
All My Leva. David
ENORAVABLES
Personalized gifts catalog.
send $1 00 lo Engrave-A-Sign-LId
123 S Main St . Finoley. Ohio
45640
We w* deduct S1 GO from first order

TUTORING
Base Math - Algebra - Calculus
Reading — Grammar — Composition
Cal 874 3349 after 6 p m
OAKHUHST LEARNING CENTER

FINDERS SUPER SALE
IP'S AND TAPES

669 2579 anytime
Professional Typing
Reasonable Rates
353-6659 Evenings a weekends
TYPING
Done lo order Pick-up a deavery
service aval Cal 352 7801

Summer Loft Storage Service
Free toft pickup
and lal loft delivery
S18 it ordered by 5/1 after. S22
Optional dismantsng available
152-3836. manager. Preston Gand
Cal now tor mlormation
Al your typing needs prompt & professional Cal 352-401 7

Mark Muser. Wanna go lo Hal?

Alpha II Delta would Me to congratulate Bounds Maria AHrey and
Jeffery Dean Weaver on Ihelr anQ#^#0*#m. B#M WfaV)9a arwayi?

THINK YOU'RE PREGNANT'
FREE TESTS AND HEL?
ABSOLUTELY CONFIDENTIAL1
HEARTBEAT
Ml-BUI
Tucker Typing/Word Processing
when Quoary counts
Nancy 352 0609

Fouts Typing
exceeent Quality 80" page
some pickup available

INFORMATIONAL MEETING ON
SUMMER PROGRAM IN NANTES.
FRANCE. THURSOAV, APRIL M. s-a
PM IN 172 BA. EVERYONE WELCOME.

MILLER LITE ON TAP
AT DaKNCOETTO'S
HAPPY HOURS S - 7

JACK'S BAKERY
HUGE ICE CREAM
SANDWICHES
DELIVERED EVENINGS
354-1001

PICK UP YOUR VOTER ABSENTEE
BALLOT REQUESTS APRIL 24 t 27.
11:00 AM - 5:00 PM AT THE USD
OFFICE. 405 STUDENT SERVICFS.
USQ IS SERVING YOUI
SBX SPRING CLEARANCE SALE
20* OFF
EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
WE ALSO HAVE HUNDREDS OF
ISEIECT PAPERBACKS—25' 4 SOf
THIS SALE FRI. 4 BAT.
APRIL 27TH 4 2BTH

SUE. LAURIE 6 JANET OF 610
SECOND ST Thanks for s GREAT
year' I've decided there is tte alter
graduation, but it holds many questions WB Laurie become Mia Brua?
Wi Sue ever atop tatung on the
phone? WB Pisaneto's go out ol
busineaa when Janet leaves town?
WB I meet e Brazaan prince in Ecuador? Take care 4 keep In touch'
Linda
The Aweaome Alpha Chis are alrtking
because Beta 500s only 2 days
away1 But Alpha Chi SENIORS
what's next?

124 N MAIN ST/DOWNTOWN

Gayle Kubst. I thought PIKES dkai't
give tavaears Maybe you lust picked
a super Pike' Congratulations to you
and Dave Merinac I wish both of you
the besl AX love. Moiy

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON WOULD UKE TO WISH
THEIR BETA TEAM THE BEST OF
LUCK - 17! GOOD LUCK BRIAN
BAIRD, JON COOK, MARY CROMBIE, BRENDAN FLAHERTY, DOUG
QABRAM, JOHN GRAHAM, MOKE
SCHOLLE 4 STEVE TAYLOR

GREEK WEEK
GREEK WEEK

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS

HAPPY HOURS al SAM B'S
5-7 pm 4 10 pm-nndnite
BRING A FRIEND"
Hey KO's and Z2Z
Tonight is the night for the warm-up of
your Me See ya at the opts al 9 00
The Phi Pelts
I need a date
Some cal me 'B'
Looking lor charming women to attend my party on Fnoay-243 S
Prospect_

Wo Have The Lowest Airfares
To Europe!
For Free Color Brochure, Write To:
Campus Travel-Bo. 113(7 SL Louis,
Mo 63105.
IS rt TRUE YOU CAN BUY JEEPS
FOR $44 THROUGH THE U S GOVERNMENT? GET THE FACTS TODAY' CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT
1704
Abortion. FREE Pregnancy Tests
Student Rales
Cantor for Choice
Downtown Toledo (419) 255-7769

CONGRATULATIONS
New officers 1984-85
Association for Childhood Education
Arlene Downey President
Vicki Coffman

Party Room For Rant
4-D'sOub
7 th and Ugh
352-9376 after 5 352-7324
Vou at* have time to buy Greek Week
TStwta Cal 352 4561 or 2-6707

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA PHI
EPSU.ON WOULD UKE TO CONGRATULATE CINDY OTTOSON 6
CHRIS VELOTTA ON THEIR PINNING CONGRATULATIONS

S4.90 - U.4*

PLANNED PARE NT HOOO
IN WOOD COUNTY
920 N HanSt.BQ
Coiihionnal personal care
SpeoW rotes. BOSU students
Convenient Ape is 364-3640

Vice-President

21 years ol Bets encsaanca 4 9
years ol A Chi O spell Come on
Alpha Ctss. lets keep up the neck
tlonl Go. go A Chi Qi

WANTED
F rmte. needed for summer to shore
Parkview MoMe Home SISO/mo..
own odrm Col Joy 372 5036
1 F rmte Heeded for 84-86 och yr
Apartment of 2nd SI Cal Vicky 3723868
M rmmle wanted SI35.'mo Plus 1/4
ol etec boa Very dote to campus
Cal 372-3075 Please leave a mes-

•St

F. ROOattaATE NEEDED
1st Swk. summer session
Own room. S115.00. Con alary or
Val 354-1712.

Rmmle needed $707mo 6 uM. Location acroaa the street from Found
era Cal Paul 364-1006
M rmmle needed for summer, own
bdrm. nice fum. house 1 bat from
campus. For Into cal Gary 3528384
F rmta. wanted lor summer session
and/or 84-85 school year. Share 2
bdrm apt w/tree heat 4 water Your
own bedroom in a quiet etmoephere
J127 SO'mo Col Deb 852-7636
Female Roommate needed ■nmerfeatery lor summer. Reasonable rent.
doee to campus Karen. 352-7285
2 F Roommates needed i-nmerjeas'l
lor summer neasonahta Rent Close
lo campus. Cat Karen. 352 7265
Double room maJo senior or grad.
Close to university, private entrance,
kitchen Avaasble Summer and '8485 school year 352-7238.
1 Fm. roommate needed for summer
$85 00 mo Close to campus, cal
352-7170.
WANTED: 1 F. non-emoting note.
'44-45, furnished apt., t mo. leas..
1119/mo.. utMtJoe pa*), call 352-

4490.
4 to SUMS, house tor summer
(cheap). 204 S. Summit, 3 bdrms.,
tVt baths, porch, new carpeting.
VlaB or caB 362-4374.
Help! Sudden Opening! Need rmte
for summer and or next year. Can
make exceeent deal! 320 N. Summit2t*s from campus Own room,
own driveway Cal mke 352-3780
I nol there, plaoai leave meassgs
Wonted: Female roommolo needed
tor Summer. Please coll EUen lor
more Information. 352-1405.
WHAT'S THE PROBLEM
need a
sporty furnished 1 person apt. for
■aaaaei I have the right one tor
you!1! Clone to campus. 403 2nd 4
Hton at
cat a. c. aaxtaa.

HELP WANTED

ALASKAN SLIMMER JOBS: For maxmoaOn sand 8.A.S.E. lo Aleeken
Jobs. Box 40236. Tucson. Ariione
BB717.
BAM HELP WANTED far I
FeK. Apply In person at aOUW ST. on
HlnOMl 3 pm.
Counootore: Camp Wayne. N.E.
Parma 6722-6722 On campus interviews srrenged lor May 10th Man
cal Michael person lo person cosset
at 510-599-4562 and women cal
No* person lo person eoleel si 516
869 3217
Specialties needed:
Women-Tenmo, W.S.I.. Nature'camping. Guitar. Photo. R.N. Dre
wlng/Pslntlng
Watarskl.
Canleen/Sneck Bar Mgr. Qrp Ldra
(2H) Man-TenrHa. Art. Sports. WSJ,
Soccer, Roast Hockey. DnVer

Dorm netogeroBt. 8 montha oU
372-8767 under warranty $86.

3 bdrm house, omit 6 people available tor summer t fol Ctoee to
campus 363-8491.9-5.

Dorm reMfsarator 2 1 /2 It Ngh excet
cond 1 yr ok) Noretoo toaster oven.
larijull Beach fifth burner 6 mat
uses. Al 1 yr. old Excel shape Cal
372-6724 Mon-Thurs after 8

SmitMtogos RenteiHouses I Apa). tor '84-88 school
veer 362-B467 otto eon 12-4 or
362-6917 orler 6.

lejmuivVatdon 670. 50 wait par
channel atereo receiver 1 yr old
vary good cond Musi sol! Cal Herb
01372-1741
neatest Op«mua-27 spkra Warnut
w/brown GftJaa, 100 w. fused Efflosru. Ex cond S1'5 Col Bred 372
103B.
Lightweight desk wan IgM attached.
chair Incajded. 820, cal 354-2246
For Sate 1 Bod and Dresser. Good
Condreon-Besl Ofler Cal Mark at

354-223B.

WORK OUT EAST
Make $3912
Intotvto.o Fri Apr. 27
12:00,3:00. 7:00
Alumni Room. Student Union

1*89 Renosel Lo Car, Good Condition, Am/Fm Memo, sunroof, asking
12440.00 or boot after. CaB Chris
344-1944.
Engtsh darts I occeeeortes
Purosto Baa Shop
131 W Vvooattr SI. 352-6264
1478 Treao Am, ExeaL oond. Rod
Exterior, Block mtortor, Low mllsaaa, Call Cookie ol 162-8868.

Qovsrnm.nl Jobs 110.559IsO.tslrrr. Now hiring. Your ana.
CaB 1-BBM67-BB68 ExL R4444.

flleapor sola, vary good to excetent
condition Asking $160 00 or moke
oner, must .at Pal 3520608.

CHBMWA TRAH CAMP
RAN) CITY, Ml 4N7I
• 14-322-4242
near Traverse City seeks persons
skaed. certified or experienced lor
ouf-of-camp trips: icod service 4
meritenence. also lor teaching either
saang. gymnaUca, aria 4 crstts.
swimming, term* or go" Salary.
room 4 board from 6710784 lo
8712/84. ACA occredked 58th seeCAMP COUNSELORS
Outstanckng Sam and Trim Down
Camps Tenros, Dance. Samnaatics
WSI. Athtetlca. Nutrttton/Dtetetlcs 20
plus
Separata gala' and boys'
camps 7 weeks CAMP CAMELOT
on Coosge Campuses al Mast
Pom., No Caroana. CaK Sand re
sume MrChOta Friedman. Drector.
947 Hewlett Dr., No. Woodmere.
NY. 11681. 516-374-0765
"NEW ENOLANO BOY* CAatF'(Maaa.) Counselor Poaatona tor Pro
gram Speoeasts Besketbsl. Cycsng.
Tennis. Canoeing. Flaring. Kayaking.
Saang. Wsterskkng Wlndsurlhg, Archery, Arts 4 Crsfts, Computers.
Drama/Music. Electronics. Ham Ra
do. Overrsght Camping. Video Taprig Good n,oteiai Inqure Camp
Moh Kes Mac, 190 Lhden Avenue. Gtem Fkdge. NJ 07028. Phone (201)429-8622
Local Advertising Co. has operwigs
fsl aomoater for students motoring In
athejrfajhg Ful gma position tor
Design 4 Graphics work. S3 35/hr
Pteaae contact CoOp Otllce 222
Admlnatration BUg. or eel 3722451.
Faefvon Mercrvandang and Manogement opportunity for Fefl uernaalar
wah targe N W. ONoDapt Stora Ful
•ma, aawaaaig, $6 00 hr Inter,
views on May 9. 1984. Plstat contact co-op office. 222 Admin BUg
or cal 372-2451
Century Label 4 Tag Co has open
ngs aval. ssBng custom oeckagmg
to retasera Comnaiakin plus boneBat. S1B-26K first year eemnge
Cal Mr George Henry 352-7529.
Sol Avon
' Of •WOa'W ■ntOfTTaa'nOfl

catwwaa. 36gaaj3

FOB SALE

FO

Houat on Coosge. Fum., doee to
campus, itatuiatlt. Summer. Cal
Tony 362-6647.

Becky Lieske

Treasurer

Laurie Creamer....Publicity
Lisa Marshall

Publicity

THANK YOU TO LAST YEAR'S OFFICERS!

What you earn
working for
SOUTHWESTERN
lasts all year.
What you learn
lasts a life time.
Sure, the money's good. Who can complain about making $4,000 in 13 weeks?
But a Southwestern summer can provide something even more crucial. Something that
improves your life. Not to mention your lifelong earning capacity. Inner confidence.
Organizational skills. Self-motivating behavior. Business sense. Interpersonal
communication abilities. And management know-how. Ask any respected employer if
those traits won't help you win a better job. Ask any key administrator if those
capabilities won't make you an appreciated employee. Ask any successful executive!
if those qualities won't give you a runaway headstart in the professional world
If the answers appear obvious, join us for a meeting Fri. April 27 12:00, 3:00, or 7:00.
At the Alumni Rm. Student Union.

Two bedromm optlttasil In duplex
araaoont to Offenneuer Tower avaiabte Auguat 16 6400/mo and utlBta- Cal 364-1763 or 362-3406
2-3 Bdrm houat aval. May 16 tor
summer and/or Faf One bk from
campus 2-3 students. 352-3061
Vel Manor Summer
vacancies Acoomodtaona tor 2 or 4
people Oesn. at concWoned guW
pace Acroaa from Rodgera 3622888.

Fum house, summer or*/
1 block from campus
362-7482
Fum. 2 bdrm. spa), t houses
Summer rates I Uttll
362-7464 bttora 6:00 pm
Need Mole Students to IB house tor
summsr only! Own bedroom-near
campus Phone 362-7366.
Need Fomolo Students to IB apta 6
houses tor school year 1984-86
Phone 362-7366.

2 bedroom newrv furrashed spts
Now renting tor '64-86 FREE sate
ate TV Cal 362-2663.
OAHMS APABTMENTS
1)1 STATE tTREET
•• H BLOCK FBOM
bookatoro. carryout
laundry mat. reelauranta
1 BLOCK FBOM
more restaurants, bank
ebrary. rec center
athletic facBttea
24 HOUR SERVICES OF
kick out keys
security surveeence
emergency mor-itenence
FREE
gas heat 1 cooking
oaatar.

630 N SurnrretApt #C. 2 bedroom
apt. tor 4 students (126 par per
son/662.00 a semester plus otoctrtcol electnc opt I 2 ssmesler WrvWuel

Houast Rooms-Apia Summer Rentals Special Rat.! 352 7365-Carty
We sal have a variety ol rentals
tor summer » fsl
Cal Tsua Realty 352-6566

:NT

Summer Rentakt
Close to campus 2bdn-n
unfum.
spts Also 3 bdrm. turn home Col
Betty Baker 362-9110
2 Bdrm. houat t/atar luty turn,
acroaa from Otfenheuer ■ very low utibos 195 00/mo Summer, 280 mo
Fa^apnhg 372-8267.
Houat for tarBoloat to campus.
nsasonabta. Cal 372-4319 or 3724310
House lor rent
2 bdrm , t ok. Horn campus
Cal LuH 372^121
Now Renting Fol 1984
One 4 Two tamttlar laaaaa
Futy turn. Cttoancloe. complele
w/cctor TV. Cable, al utaWoe paM.
OutM Almoephere. $286 (I per).
$176 aa. |2 par). 364-3182 12-4
weekdays. 362-1520 triytlmo
4 odrm. *I3 8 Freopect.
Can John Newtovo Real Eetats.
144-22QO.
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
A SMALL NUMBER OF ARTS. STILL
AVAR. FOR FALL 4 StnVSMER.
" 521 E. MERRY, NEAR OFFENHAUER TOWERS, 2 bdrm/4 PERSONS.
••715-719 3RD ST. 1 BORM.
••ROCKLEDOE MANOR-SOUTH
COLLEGE 4 BUI 4T-2 BDRMS.
■•811 Ml ST. 2 BDRM.
"FORREST APTl-SOUTH COLLEGE 4 NAPOLEON—2 BDRM.
"HIE Wooeter.
CAUJOHN NEWLOVE 364-2240

|>E

NEWLOVE MANAalisSENT
STILL HAVE APARTMENT
FOB THW tUlaaTB k NEXT
FALl.A VARIETY THAT
fU PLEASE EVERYONE.
CALL 352 St20 00 JIM19S

"

House to share
Graduate Student, turn
launOry
A oattjla May 1 and Sop) 1.
S175 00/mo kid uH Cal 3625436. 823-3405 or 3541001 artor
3:30
THURSTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
Air conrMonad. futy carpeted, cable
vaton. effldenciet, laundry fedttles
Now leoaing tor summer > lal
461 Thuratm Avo 352-5436

2 Bedroom Units
Furnished or unlumlshed
Looting tor I*e5 school year
SUMMER - REDUCED RATES
It MONTH LEASES AVAIL
182-4874 (day) SiMBOO love)

Contoraaaa sleeping room tor F .
doee to town 6 campue private
entrance neaaonaMs ratee. Summer
• orFal 352-1266 otter 6:30
Summer Roometa Cipportunlty
Beautiful Victorian House on N. Main.
lurrsahedwrac Cal 362-1039
Lower duplex: sunaaar 8 W, upper
duptax; aummor 6 lal, 362-0639
t Bdrm apt. dote to-carnpus 64-65
school year 1-287-3341.

1 bdrm battmtnl apt. S150rmo 6
Elec No Pets. A taatilt June 1. Cal
3525408.

Summer rentals 1 bdrm apta and 5
bdrm. houat. Ctote to campus. 1267-3341.

FALL RENTALS
Conveniently located, fuHy lurraahsd, A.C. apta now ranting tor
Summer 1B84 and School Year
Itmi. Call SS2-49M.

Summer S-Bdrm. house 266 Crim
Street 1-267-3341.

naaasER RENTALS
Oeorgetown Menor-eOO Third SL
one t two bedroom, furnished. A.C.
tote. EsctBtnl location. Reasonable rataa. CaB SS2-49M, between
4—10 p-av
SLEEPfNO ROOMS
With private entrance t Bath
Al utflHae paid
Summer Itttit anaafllt
Located across from Harshman
9 or 12mo.
362-4674

Near Offenhe.ai Towers, I4o0rper■tafu
In. Tenant pays only
lights. Bukkang In eicoaom condition. John Hawk... Real Eatato,
354-22*0.

ANSWER TO WEViOUl PUZZLE:
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I IMI III HUH
IJMIIMHII..H Ml'llimiH
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Two 4 Bdrm houses aval 8/27/84
Year laaaaa. 4 persons $150/perttavmo. pkxi uM Cal 354-2280
John Newtovo Real Estate

HELP
1 bdrm. apt. to tuba), tor summer
LOW RENT
Air oond . dote to campus
364-2192

■\

$5.25 HAIRCUTS
AND
PERMS S20-S50 complete
ONLY AT
Mini Mall Beauty
190 S. Main St. BG

WINTHROP TERRACE APTS.

In the Mini Mall

OFFERS YOU

Theresa Johnson...Secretary

FALL 1 SUMMER RENTALS
2 BOPMS-tt BLK TO CAMPUS
362-4671 day or 362-1800 eve

352-7658

$50.00 gift certificate
352-0564

when you sign a 9 or 12 month lease
Before May 12th
WE PAY HEAT, WATER, CABLE,
AND TRASH PICKUP
• Full-time Maintenance
1 & 2 BDRM APTS

ALL-U-CAN-EAT
CHICKEN
Potato and
Salad Bar...$4.25

Furnished & Unfurnished

Weekdays 9-5:00

400 Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
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Evenings by Appt

J

SPECIAL GOOD ALL DAY!

WORLD STUDENT ASSOC.
BOARD 1984-85

BETA
500

APPLICATIONS ACCEPTED
UNTIL NOON APRIL 30th

Get

CONTACT: JEFF GRILLIOT
16 WILLIAMS HALL
ELECTIONS: TUESDAY MAY 1

2:00 - 5:00PM
INTERNATIONAL LOUNGE
17 WILLIAMS HALL

EVERYONE WELCOME!

1450 E. WooattN

Pysched!

Sat.
Union
Oval
BETA
500

THIS
WEEKS
CAMPUS
FILMS
LENHART CLASSIC:
Thure:

CHAPLIN
FESTIVAL
8:00 p.m.
GISH THEATRE
I Fri & Sat:

MONTY
PYTHON
ANO THE

HOLY GRAIL
8:00, 10:00 and MID
210 Math Science
•1.30 w/ID

